Computing at School and the Network of Excellence:
Update on university-related activities
There has been a significant amount of activity within the universities supporting the Network of Excellence and
Computing At School since September 2013. Sue Sentance has been recruited to work full-time for CAS with the
responsibility for coordinating universities within the Network of Excellence and Nick Cook has also been
seconded for 2 days per week from Newcastle University.

The Network of Excellence
The Network of Excellence (its full name is the Network of Teaching Excellence in Computer Science) is the
professional development programme run by Computing At School and funded by the Department for Education
for English schools. A pilot phase took place in 2012-2013 with the current funding extending from 2013-2015.
The purpose of the Network of Excellence (NoE) is to recruit and train a large number of "Master Teachers",
excellent Computing teachers with the skills to lead others, who in turn will support other teachers in their local
area. The philosophy behind the model is of local peer-to-peer support, by training teachers to teach other
teachers. The curriculum in England is changing from ICT to Computing in September 2014 so there is a real need
for training and support of teachers.
Universities can help to support this work by both running their own professional development courses (mostly
teaching Computer Science subject knowledge to teachers) or by supporting master teachers in the work that
they are doing.
73 universities in England are signed up to the Network of Excellence and the number of contacts who are
interested and engaged is growing steadily. We have a small CAS University Task Force to support the NoE team
in working with universities, made up of:






Achim Jung, University of Birmingham
David Rydeheard, University of Manchester
Nick Cook, Newcastle University
Quintin Cutts, University of Glasgow
Sue Sentance, Computing At School

Two well-attended meetings have been held since September – one at BCS London in September and one at the
University of Manchester in January. The most recent meeting had a particular focus on sustaining networks
and working with master teachers.
We also share information via a mailing list and it is clear that a strong community of practice with a common
goal is developing. Professor Achim Jung travels to different universities to give talks on how universities can
become engaged with the Network of Excellence.
University engagement takes place in a number of ways:




Running CPD events for their local teachers, in conjunction with master teachers.
Providing structured training for Level 1 CAS Master Teachers (funded)
Providing SKE provision for applicants to teacher training courses
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Providing training and support leading to the new Certificate
Hosting CAS primary regional conferences
Providing on-going support for experienced Master Teachers

In terms of universities wishing to run CPD events we provide support in terms of suggested outlines for courses
and administrative support in terms of booking, certificates and feedback forms. Some universities do not
require this support as they have developed systems within their own university for doing this and have
established programmes of CPD. We welcome any university willing to support teachers in this way. The
University of Warwick and the University of East Anglia have created MOOCs to enable teachers to study
Computing from home.
The current task is to ensure that universities are in contact with local master teachers within a region. As the
network of master teachers grows there will be more of a role for universities to support these teachers in
maintaining and developing their Computer Science subject knowledge so that they can continue to be
outstanding CPD providers for other teachers. Universities are being encouraged to work regionally to support
local teachers and computer science teaching in schools. We are facilitating this activity with regional meetings
and the development of CAS action plans for collaboration between universities and Master Teachers.
Although the funding for master teachers is only available for English schools, the Network of Excellence mailing
list also extends to universities in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. Scotland has a system called Plan C
which is similar in focus but different in implementation to the Network of Excellence. CAS also supports work
done in Wales and Northern Ireland, for example as they develop local hubs for teachers, and run conferences –
Northern Ireland is due to run its first conference this summer which will be based at Stranmillis University
College in Belfast.

Informed choices
A group of Computer science academics who are active in CAS lobbied their local admissions tutors and the
Russell Group admissions steering group to endorse the Computing A-Level as useful for 22 degree programmes,
including Aeronautical Engineering, Biochemistry, Chemical Engineering, Chemistry, Civil Engineering and
Economics. Previously the A-Level had only been listed as useful for Computer Science; now it is also listed as
essential for some Computer Science programmes. This is a significant step forward in the move towards to
recognise the Computing/Computer Science A-Level as a good choice for study at university. We hope that this
will become the message from all Computer Science departments.

Universities training new Master Teachers
Six universities have been recruited to provide training from January to July 2014 for 30 Primary MT (No Comp)
and 30 Secondary MT (No Comp). These universities are:







Anglia Ruskin University (CS + Edu)
Birmingham City University (CS)
Edge Hill University (Edu)
Newman University (Edu)
University of Roehampton (Edu)
Sheffield Hallam University (CS+Edu)

This training will include 1-1 sessions and will start at the end of January.
The six universities have met to coordinate their training so that consistency will be maintained between all
providers. Resources will be shared between universities to minimise duplication of effort and to share best
practice. Primary Master Teachers will have 5 days of training plus self-study and 1-1 sessions. Secondary Master
Teachers will have 10 days of training plus self-study and 1-1 sessions.
In the next stage of the programme for L1 CAS Master Teachers, 14 universities will be engaged to deliver
training in the next academic year to 140 teachers (100 primary and 40 secondary) according to the milestones
we have been working to. We have opened the bidding process for the funding to deliver this training.
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Primary Regional Conferences
Several university Computer Science and Education departments are hosting CAS regional conferences for
primary school teachers needing to prepare for the delivery of the Computing curriculum in September. The
following list shows the universities involved in this initiative:
12th March

Nottingham Trent University

26th March

Oxford Brookes University

28th March

Manchester Metropolitan University

31st March

UCL London

2nd April

University of Cambridge

2nd April

Newcastle University

2nd April

University of Southampton

The plan is to extend this provision across the country. We anticipate that these events will be very popular with
primary school teachers and a key part of their professional development in preparation for curriculum changes
in England in September 2014.

New BCS/CAS Certificate of Computer Science teaching
We wish to accredit master teachers and other good Computer Science teachers with this new BCS/CAS
Certificate of Computer Science teaching. It will be awarded to teachers who can show evidence that they have
competence in both the subject knowledge and pedagogy of Computer Science teaching. We have just
commenced a pilot with 53 teachers from primary, secondary and further education, with a view to being
formally launched to start in September 2014.
This Certificate is open to all teachers in the whole of the UK. Universities in the Network of Excellence are in a
key position to support the new certificate as they can comment on project proposals and assist us with
assessment. Several universities have volunteered to be involved with the roll-out of the Certificate after the
pilot.

Future plans
Our current work is around extending the number of universities working with CAS in the ways described above,
and also to develop closer links between universities and master teachers by arranging establishing regional
groups; we hope that these groups will form regional plans responding to particular local needs.
The funding for the Network of Excellence lasts until spring 2015. We hope that university engagement with
teachers and students of Computer Science in schools is well established by that time and subsequently
continues in a lasting way. As the curriculum becomes established in England, and anticipated changes to the
curriculum are introduced in Wales and Northern Ireland, there will be an ongoing need for Computer Science
departments to be able to offer support and expertise to teachers in this area.

Sue Sentance
CAS National Academic Coordinator for the Network of Excellence
January 2014
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CPHC2013/26
Administration by BCS
First Floor, Block D, North Star House, North Star Avenue, Swindon SN2 1FA

COUNCIL OF PROFESSORS AND HEADS OF COMPUTING
Minutes of the Committee meeting of the Council of Professors and Heads of
Computing held on Monday 7th October 2013 at BCS, The Chartered Institute for IT,
Davidson Building, 5 Southampton Street, London. WC2E 7HA
PRESENT
Iain Phillips
Vic Grout
Edmund Robinson
Rupert Ward

IP
VG
ER
RW

David Duce
DD
Lachlan MacKinnon LMacK
Morris Sloman (UKCRC) MS
Ian Wells
IW

Sally Fincher
Carsten Maple
Sally Smith

SF
CM
SS

IN ATTENDANCE (Secretariat)
Penny Ballard (BCS)
APOLOGIES
Liz Bacon

Colin Johnson

Martin Loomes

1.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND WELCOME
Apologies were received as above.

2.

MINUTES OF LAST MEETING
The minutes of the last meeting held on the 8th July 2013 were accepted as
accurate and the minutes of the meeting held on 13th May were also
approved as accurate after approval of a small correction.

3.

MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES/ACTIONS LIST 8th July 2013
Actions from Committee meeting – Monday 8th May 2013
9. IP & CM to follow up with Jeremy Barlow to establish what invoices have
been raised by BCS for the CAS Initiative.
ACTION: Iain Phillips & Carsten Maple
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4.

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES FOR CPHC
CPHC Website – VG, IP & DD have given further thought and discussion to
the CPHC website and changes that might be made. After consultation with
Simon Curd, the BCS Website Development Manager it was decided that
CPHC would develop it’s own web site and VG set up a basic WordPress site
to allow debate by the Committee. Committee members were given access
to this site and asked to comment on the approach being taken and the initial
site. Committee members agreed the fee of $100 being paid to upgrade to
the Premium version of WordPress which gives better layouts, no adverts and
a few other useful features. The Committee agreed on the new website and
to fund the Premium version. A data model working group was created of
Sally Fincher, David Duce, Iain Phillips and initial discussions will take place
by the end of the October and their ideas will be discussed further at the next
meeting.
AGREED: The new CPHC website will go ahead and CM confirmed that VG
is to be given the $100 to upgrade to the Premium Version of WordPress.
ACTION: Iain Phillips, Sally Fincher, David Duce
What are CPHC’s Strategic Priorities – an open discussion took place with
a large number of ideas being put forward on what the CPHC Strategic
Priorities could be, what CPHC could have an influence on and what the
Committee will work on in the future. IP will type up the list of ideas and
distribute to the Committee for comment and further discussion and to
build some direction for further meetings.
ACTION: Iain Phillips

5.

CONFERENCE 2014
IP advised that he has secured the dates, meeting rooms and catering at
Loughborough University. A Conference working group was set up of Sally
Smith, Vic Grout, Iain Phillips, Rupert Ward and Edmund Robinson. A
number of headline ideas were put forward by Committee members for the
Conference agenda on what they would like to see and cover at the
Conference. IP will write up and distribute the list to the working group to set
an agenda for distribution before Christmas; further discussion will take place
at the next meeting.
ACTION: Iain Phillips

6.

CPHC RESEARCH AGENDA – PROGRAMME OF WORK
RW is to use the funding recently received to do a National Study related to
Attrition and will arrange and undertake to visit 10 institutions across the UK
to look at what they are doing in terms of attrition. RW is also doing a study in
his school on attrition to see how this will compare. It is anticipated that the
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results should be available by the 2014 Conference. SS volunteered
Edinburgh Napier to take part in the study.
It was suggested and the Committee agreed that the Employability Survey
should be re visited and updated, LMacK is to write up a page of findings
from the past survey, describing what the parameters of the new research are
to be, before commissioning someone to carry out another survey LMacK to
bring back to the next meeting.
ACTION: Lachlan MacKinnon

7.

CONSULTATIONS & RESPONSES (C. Maple)
CM reported that he has approached Dave Robertson (IET) to co-ordinate
with UKCRC of any upcoming Consultations and still awaiting a response on
upcoming Consultations. No other Consultations have come through.
LMack confirmed that CPHC are still on the government response mailing list.
IP asked LMacK to email him the details of the group responsible for the
mailing list.
ACTION: Lachlan MacKinnon
MS tabled a draft response to the HEFCE Open Access Consultation that
UKCRC are to respond to and asked if CPHC would like to contribute to the
response.
AGREED: CPHC are happy to submit a joint response with UKCRC. IP is to
add some wording from CPHC to the draft response. MS to distribute a link
to the document on the CPHC mailing list for members to ascertain if some
may be able to get their institutions to make an organisational response,
before submission by UKCRC/CPHC by the end of October.
ACTION: Iain Phillips & Morris Sloman

8.

CPHC/CAS REPORT
CAS has recruited Sue Sentence to assist with the work for CAS and IP will
attend the CAS Board meeting later this week and report at subsequent
meetings or email if needed.
LMacK reported that the Network of Excellence is now fully operational with
35 hubs actively engaged in running teacher training in schools, with over 400
teachers actively working with 35/40 being master teachers have been
identified.
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9.

REGULAR REPORTS
9.1

Treasurers Report
RECEIVED AND NOTED:

9.2

Secretary’s Report
This item was covered in Item 4 Website on the agenda

9.3

Information Group Report
CM has been looking at what other similar bodies to CPHC are doing
and one of the key bodies he looked at was the Engineering
Professors Council. Last year they set up a series of visits to make
Government aware of what they were doing. They met with Dave
Willets re Visa Issues and Recruitment into Engineering Degrees, the
Chief regulator of OFQUAL re A-levels and GCSE reports, they met
with HEFCE about Visa Issues and Funding of Masters Courses and
Strategic of vulnerable subjects and they met with the Director of
OFFER to discuss Data Availability and the value of foundation
Degrees.
CM wanted to highlight to the Committee how CPHC can align their
Strategic Priorities, with how we influence government.
IP asked CM to distribute the list of Engineering Professors Council
visits to the Committee.
ACTION: Carsten Maple

9.4

Learning Development Group Report
Two pieces are being work on by the LDG, one is the Alternative to
the National Students Survey, following the pilot earlier year, most of
the institutes that took part recruited between forty to fifty students,
with one recruiting over two hundred and the work data has been
distributed to those who participated. The LDG held a meeting in
London for those institutes to discuss the results and SF will distribute
a draft report of the results before the next CPHC meeting.
It was decided that if the survey is to be run again it should be run
about March time, it has yet to be confirmed.
ACTION: Sally Fincher
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The second is on the Cross Institutional Peer Observation and SF has
submitted an application to the HEA for a workshop in their “Discipline
Workshop and Seminar” series. They have secured and have been
granted one on 29th May 2014. The HEA will manage bookings and
contribute £750 to the event.
SF to set up an email to distribute to the Heads of Teaching and the
general mailing lists to advise institutions on how they can participate.
ACTION: Sally Fincher

9.5

Reports from Other Organisations & Activities
RECEIVED AND NOTED:
Simon Thompson reported via an email to Iain Phillips that the winner
of the Distinguished Dissertations competition for 2013 was Adam
Pocock from University of Manchester, on Feature Selection via Joint
Likelihood
There were two runners up:
Long Tran-Thanh – University of Southampton, on Budget-Limited
Multi-Armed Bandits
Karla Cristina Munoz Esquivel – University of Ulster Magee on
PlayPhysics: An Emotional Student Model for Game-based Learning.
Simon Thompson also informed the Committee that after two years
as Chair of the Distinguished Dissertations panel he will be standing
down. A new Chair has been found and details will be announced at
the next meeting.

9.6

Chair’s Report (CPHC WEBLETTER) (I. Phillips)
Webletter is in preparation and will go onto the new Website

12.

AOB
Nothing to Report

COMMITTEE MEETINGS 2013


Monday 9th December 2013 at 11.00am, BCS Offices, London

COMMITTEE MEETINGS 2014



Monday 3rd February 2014 at 11.00am, BCS Offices, London
Monday 7th/ Tuesday 8th April 2014, at Loughborough University,
AGM & Annual Conference
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Monday 12th May 2014 at 11.00am, BCS Offices, London
Monday 7th July 2014 at 11.00am, BCS Offices, London
Monday 6th October 2014 at 11.00am, BCS Offices, London
Monday 8th December 2014 at 11.00am, BCS Offices, London
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CONFIDENTIAL
CPHC/2014/01
COUNCIL OF PROFESSORS AND HEADS OF COMPUTING
The meeting of the Council of Professors and Heads of Computing will be held on Monday 3rd
February 2014 at 11am at BCS, The Chartered Institute of IT, Davidson Building, 5 Southampton
Street, London, WC2E 7HA.
11.00 – 11.30 Presentation/Proposal - Maths Inspiration/Maths on Screen
Presenters: Phil Rees/Matt Parker

11.30 CPHC MEETING COMMENCES:
AGENDA
1.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

2.

MINUTES OF LAST MEETING – 7th October 2013

3.

MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES

CPHC/2013/26

Items for discussion
4.

CPHC RESEARCH AGENDA – PROGRAMME of WORK

5.

CONSULTATIONS & RESPONSES (C Maple)

6.

WEB SITE

7.

CONFERENCE 2014 (Conference Working Group)

8.

COMMITTEE TERMS OF OFFICE & PREPARATION FOR THE AGM

9.

CPHC SUBSCRIPTIONS (P Ballard)

CPHC/2014/02

10.

2015 MEETING DATES – TO BE SET

CPHC/2014/03

11.

CHARITY COMMISSION NEWS

CPHC/2014/04

12.

CPHC COMMUNICATION TO MEMBERS (EMAIL LISTS)

Items for report
13.

REGULAR REPORTS
13.1 Treasurer’s Report – Audit Sheet [C Maple]
13.2 Secretary’s Report [D Duce]
13.3 Information Group Report – [C Maple]
13.4 Learning Development Group Report – [S Fincher]
13.5 CPHC/CAS Report – [I Phillips]
13.6 Reports from Other Organisations & Activities
13.7 Chair’s Report (CPHC Webletter) [I Phillips]

CPHC/2014/05
CPHC/2014/06
Verbal
Verbal
Verbal
CPHC/2014/07
Verbal

14. AOB

COMMITTEE MEETINGS 2014






Monday 7th/Tuesday 8th April 2014, at Loughborough University,
AGM & Annual Conference
Monday 12th May 2014 at 11.00am, BCS Offices, London
Monday 7th July 2014 at 11.00am, BCS Offices, London
Monday 6th October 2014 at 11.00am, BCS Offices, London
Monday 8th December 2014 at 11.00am, BCS Offices, London

CPHC/2014/02
COUNCIL OF PROFESSORS AND HEADS OF COMPUTING
c/o BCS, First Floor, Block D, North Star House,
North Star Avenue, Swindon SN2 1FA
DATE Monday 3rd February 2014

CPHC Annual Subscriptions 2013/2014
OUTSTANDING SUBSCRIPTIONS
Institution
FTE Staff
Birmingham City University
Bournemouth University
Coventry University
De Montfort University
Glasgow Caledonian University
Imperial College London
London South Bank University
Middlesex University
Queen’s University of Belfast
Robert Gordon University
Sheffield Hallam
University of Wales, Trinity St David
University of Birmingham
University of Brighton
University of Derby
University of South Wales
University of Gloucestershire
University of Huddersfield
University of Lancaster
University of Manchester
University of Nottingham
University of St. Andrews
University of West London
University of Westminster
University of Wolverhampton

Outstanding

45
22
36
57
48
49
22.5
>60
33.2
29
>60
11.6
40.7
32
21
>60
16.1
27.5
40
58
33
28
13.7
>60
38.6

Subs due
£540.00
£264.00
£432.00
£684.00
£576.00
£588.00
£270.00
£720.00
£398.40
£348.00
£720.00
£139.20
£488.40
£384.00
£252.00
£720.00
£192.60
£330.00
£480.00
£696.00
£396.00
£336.00
£164.40
£720.00
£463.20

£11,302.20

Total of 102 HEI's - 24 remain outstanding
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RESIGNATIONS:
Two Universities resigned their membership this year:
University of Bolton
FEEDBACK – “The membership was originally taken by a member of staff who no
longer works for the University of Bolton, therefore we do not wish to renew.”

University of East London
FEEDBACK - “Due to changes over the past year and a review of our subscriptions,
the School has decided not to renew its CPHC subscription this year”
Backdated Outstanding Subscriptions:
2010/11 Subscriptions
University of Gloucestershire
University of Wales, Newport
Total outstanding:

£192.60
£120.00
£312.60

2011/12 Subscriptions
University of West London
Total outstanding:

£212.40
£212.40

2012/13 Subscriptions
University of Chester
University of Nottingham
Total outstanding:

£152.40
£396.00
£548.40

Penny Ballard
January 2014
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TOTAL £1073.40

CPHC/2014/03

COUNCIL OF PROFESSORS AND HEADS OF COMPUTING
c/o BCS, First Floor, Block D, North Star House,
North Star Avenue, Swindon SN2 1FA
DATE: Monday 3rd February 2014

2015 meeting dates to be approved by the Committee:
Monday 2nd February 2015 – BCS Offices, London
Monday 11th May 2015 - BCS Offices, London
Monday 6th July 2015 - BCS Offices, London
Monday 5th October 2015 - BCS Offices, London
Monday 7th December 2015 - BCS Offices, London

Dates and venue for the CPHC Annual Conference 2015, to be arranged.

CONFIDENTIAL

CPHC/2014/06

COUNCIL OF PROFESSORS AND HEADS OF COMPUTING
Secretary’s Report to 3 February 2014 meeting
David Duce, 8 January 2014
Web Site
Separate agenda item.
BCS Contract
The contract with BCS, for the provision of services, has been renewed for 2014 in modified form as
a consequence of the changes to arrangements for hosting and maintaining the CPHC web site. A
copy signed by CPHC and BCS has been archived.
Membership
The constitution states:
(Article 5) The Committee shall consist of the Officers, the immediate past Chair and eight elected
members who shall be members of the Council. In addition, the Committee may co-opt up to three
persons, who need not be members of the Council.
(Article 6) The Chair, Vice-Chair and Secretary shall serve for a period of up to two years from
election to office and shall not be eligible for immediate re-election to the same office.
The Treasurer and other elected members shall serve for a period of up to two years and shall be
eligible for re-election.
The immediate past Chair shall be a member of the Committee and on completion of this role is not
eligible to serve on the Committee in any capacity for a period of two years. Casual vacancies shall
be filled by co-option.
No person shall serve as an Officer or an elected member for more than seven years consecutively,
except as Chair or Immediate Past Chair, in which case they may serve on the committee for a
further period to complete the terms of office.
Co-opted members are appointed only up to the end of the next Annual General Meeting.
Membership of the Committee following the 2013 AGM is:

1

Chair

Iain Phillips

Present service
2012-2014

Vice Chair

Sally Smith

2012-2014

Treasurer

Carsten
Maple

2013-2015

Secretary

David Duce

2013-2015

Immediate
past chair
Other
members

Lachlan
Mackinnon
Martin
Loomes

2012-2014

2013-2015
2012-2014

Co-opted

Ian Wells
Stephen
Jarvis
Edmund
Robinson
Sally Fincher
Rupert Ward
Colin Johnson
Vic Grout
Liz Bacon

2013-2014 ( Martin reaches 7 year limit in 2014)

Previous
2009-2011
(member)
2010-2012
(vice chair)
2011-2012
(member)
2009-2011
(member)
2011-2013
(treasurer)
2012-2013
(member)
2010-2012
(chair)
2007-2009,
2009-2011,
2011-2013,
2011-2013

2012-2014
2013-2015
2013-2015
2013-2015
2013-2015
2013-2014 (Committee meeting 13/5/13)

2011-2013

Membership status for the 2014 AGM election process is shown below.
Following 2014
AGM

Chair

Vice Chair
Treasurer

Secretary
Immediate
past chair

Previous

TBD

Carsten
Maple

David
Duce
Iain
Phillips

Nominations

TBC Sally
Smith
VC 2012-2014
2011-2012
(member)
???

TBD
2013-2015

2009-2011
(member)
2011-2013
(treasurer)
2012-2013
(member)
2009-2011
(member)
2010-2012
(vice chair)
2012-2014
(chair)

2013-2015
2014-2016 (allowed
to complete term of
office)

2

Total
years
service to
2014 AGM
3

5

2
Ex officio

6

Following 2014 AGM

Previous

2013-2015
2013-2015

2011-2013
2011-2013

Nominations

Total
years
service
to 2014
AGM

Other
members
Ian Wells
Sally
Fincher
Rupert
Ward
Colin
Johnson
Vic Grout
VACANCY
VACANCY
VACANCY
????

3
3

2013-2015

1

2013-2015

1

2013-2015

1
TBD
TBD
TBD

Would be another
vacancy if one of the
above members or
officers were elected
Vice Chair.

Eligible
for Reelection

Co-opted
members

Liz Bacon

2013-2014 (Committee
meeting 13/5/13)

Not
eligible
for Reelection

Martin
Loomes

Reaches 7 year limit at
2014 AGM.

Lachlan
Mackinnon

Previous Immediate Past
Chair, on completion of
this role is not eligible
to serve on the
Committee in any
capacity for a period of
two years (2014-2016)

3

Stephen Jarvis
(2012-2014)

2

Edmund
Robinson
(2012-2014)
Sally Smith
VC 2012-2014
2011-2012
(member); if not
elected chair

2

3

N.B. co-optations
to be decided at
May 2014
Committee
meeting
2007-2009,
2009-2011,
2011-2013,
2013-2014
2010-2012
(chair)
2012-2014
(Immediate
past chair)

7
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The following pages contain draft:
1. Secretary’s report to AGM
2. AGM Notice – to be sent by email and for web site
3. AGM Elections Notice – to be sent by email and for web site
Text highlighted in yellow either needs approval or revision.
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CPHC/AGM/14/XX
Agenda Item XX

CPHC ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2014
SECRETARY’S REPORT
1. The current membership of the Council is over 800 drawn from 103 institutions [numbers
tbc].
2. The Committee met on 4 occasions in the last business year: 13th May 2013, 8th July 2013,
10th October 2013, and 3rd February 2014. Pertinent items of business are reported
elsewhere on the agenda.
3. The Council has charitable status for England, Wales and Scotland. Accounts will shortly be
submitted for these.
4. Administrative support to the Council’s affairs continues to be ably supplied by the BCS
Secretariat.

David Duce
CPHC Secretary
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Dear Members,
The CPHC Annual General Meeting will be held on 7th April 2014 during the first day of the CPHC Annual
Conference which will be held at the University of Loughborough, 7th – 8th April 2014.
Full details of the conference and booking arrangements can be found at:
http://cphc.ac.uk/home/what-we-do/constitution/
The AGM will include:
- Reports by officers and leaders of groups
- Election of Committee officers and members for 2014 - 2016
- Any proposed amendments to the constitution
- Issues raised by members
The current constitution can be consulted via the CPHC site at:
http://www.cphc.ac.uk/constitution.php [NEED TO REVISE]
The parts of the constitution that relate to elections and changes to the constitution are:







The Officers and other elected members will be elected by simple majority vote at the Annual
General Meeting.
Nominations for vacant offices and vacant seats on the Committee shall be called for at least
two weeks before the Annual General Meeting.
Alteration to this Constitution shall receive the assent of two-thirds of the members present and
voting at an Annual General Meeting or a Special General Meeting.
A resolution for the alteration of the Constitution must be received by the Secretary of the
Organisation at least 21 days before the Meeting at which the resolution is to be brought
forward.
At least 14 days notice of such a meeting must be given by the Secretary to the membership
and must include notice of the alterations proposed.

A further email will be issued soon detailing the committee vacancies and the arrangement for
nominations. Please note that any proposed alteration to the constitution must be received by at me
least 21 days prior to the AGM.
David Duce
Secretary CPHC Committee
Professor of Computer Science
Department of Computing and Communication Technologies
Oxford Brookes University
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Dear Members,
Nominations for Officers and Members of the Committee
The CPHC Annual General Meeting will be held on 7th April 2014 during the first day of the CPHC Annual
Conference which will be held at the University of Loughborough, 7th – 8th April 2014.
Full details of the conference and booking arrangements can be found at:
http://www.cphc.ac.uk/annual_conf13.php [NEED TO REVISE]
The AGM will include:
- Reports by officers and leaders of groups
- Election of Committee officers and members for 2013 - 2015
- Any proposed amendments to the constitution
- Issues raised by members
Officers and Committee Members
The list of current Officers and Committee members can be found via the CPHC site:
http://cphc.ac.uk/home/who-we-are/committee/
Nominations for Chair, Vice-Chair and Committee members are invited.
The Committee consists of the Officers (Chair, Vice-Chair, Secretary and Treasurer), the immediate
past Chair and eight elected members. The terms of appointment of the Chair, Vice-Chair,
immediate past Chair and three members of the committee expire at the AGM. Election is by ballot
of members at the AGM.
The term of office of officers and of elected members is two years. No member (other than the most
recent past chair) may serve for more than seven years continuously.
The retiring Chair, Iain Phillips, takes a role on the Committee as the immediate Past Chair for a
period of two years, 2014-2016.
The current Vice Chair, Sally Smith, has indicated her willingness to stand for election as Chair, and
her nomination is supported by the Committee. [TBC] However, any member of the CPHC may be
proposed for Chair. Sally Smith’s term of office expires in 2014, and were she not to be elected
Chair, she would be eligible to stand for re-election to the Committee.
Sally Smith’s term of office as Vice Chair expires at this meeting. XXX, a member of the Committee,
has indicated her willingness to stand for election as Vice-Chair [TBC], and his/her nomination is
supported by the Committee. [TBC] However, any member of the CPHC may be proposed for Vice
Chair.
David Duce continues as Secretary until 2015. Carsten Maple continues as Treasurer until 2015.
Lachlan Mackinnon completes his term of office as immediate Past Chair and is now not eligible to
serve on the Committee in any capacity for a period of two years.
Martin Loomes has served on the Committee for seven years consecutively and is not eligible for reelection.
The terms of office of the following Executive Committee members also expire. Their position is as
follows:
Stephen Jarvis (2012-2014, eligible for re-election for 2 years)
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Edmund Robinson (2012-2014, eligible for re-election for 2 years)
The terms of office of the following five Committee Members continue until 2015: Sally Fincher ,
Vic Grout, Colin Johnson , Ian Wells, and Rupert Ward.
In summary, there are vacancies for Chair, Vice Chair and three Committee positions. Sally Smith is
proposed for Chair, but is also eligible for re-election to the Committee. Stephen Jarvis and Edmund
Robinson are eligible for re-election to the Committee. One person, tbd, will be proposed as Vice
Chair, and this may create another vacancy for a Committee position. [Check logic. TBC]
Any member may submit a nomination but there must be an indication that the nominee has given
their consent. Only members are eligible to stand.
Nominations for Chair, Vice Chair, and the remaining XXXX [if existing members become Chair and
Vice-Chair, 3 vacancies. If existing members are not elected to these positions, there will be either .]
Committee positions should be submitted to me (daduce@brookes.ac.uk ), and copied to Penny
Ballard (penny.ballard@hq.bcs.org.uk ), by email before 5pm on Sunday 23rd March 2014. They
should be accompanied by a brief biography (certainly no more than one side of A4) identifying the
nominee’s institution and his/her teaching and/or research-related responsibilities and a short
statement saying why the nominee is interested in standing.
IT IS IMPORTANT to note that CPHC has entered a period of increased activity and reduced administrative
support. The Council is very keen to recruit to the Committee members ready and able to devote time to its
business, with imagination and initiative to apply to the issues that beset computing in HE.

David Duce
Secretary CPHC Committee
Professor of Computer Science
Department of Computing and Communication Technologies
Oxford Brookes University
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REPORTS FROM OTHER ORGANISATIONS AND ACTIVITIES
Name
Report area
Iain Phillips – Chair

Anything to report?

Digital Policy Alliance (EURIM)

Verbal

PICTFOR
Scottish Heads of Computing (SHoC)

Verbal
Verbal

CPHC rep on UKCRC

Verbal

BCS Academy of Computing Research
Committee

Verbal

Sally Smith – Vice Chair
Martin Loomes

Appendix 1
Liz Bacon

BCS Academy Update
E4E

Nothing to Report

Lachlan MacKinnon
Nothing To Report
Verbal

Computing At School
Vic Grout

Welsh Section of CPHC
Distinguished Dissertations

Appendix 2

Simon Dobson – not on Committee
Jim Yip – not on Committee
Sue Sentence – not on Committee

Nothing to report
Engineering Professors Council
Computing
Excellence

At

School/Network

of

Attached - Appendix 3

Appendix 1
The restructure of the Academy Board, to merge the main board with the Education and Research committees, in addition to the BCS Science and
Engineering Board has been completed and the new Board met for the first time on the 9th Jan. The vast majority of the Academy resource has to be devoted
to delivering the Schools initiative funded by the Government which means that there is little resource for any of the other Academy work. The board agreed
the priority themes proposed by the Director Bill Mitchell which were:
o
o
o

Computing at school
Education and pathways into the computing profession
Promotion of computer science
 Improving diversity in education and research
 societal and economic benefit of computer science for the UK

After Schools, the committee wished to focus strongly on the promotion of computing and a key outcome from the discussion was to try and refresh the style
and audience of the Lovelace and Needham awards which are always well attended. The Academy is also looking to partner with other parties to help raise
awareness of the Academy and is starting a dialogue with various parties e.g. the BCS member groups to see if relevant events can be jointly badged. Finally
Liz Bacon steps down as chair of the Academy at the March AGM and is replaced by Jeff Magee from Imperial College. James Davenport (Bath) has already
picked up the Academy Ambassador role which is now explicitly about the Promotion of Computing. As Liz will no longer be leading the Academy it might be
more appropriate for Jeff (or James) to become the Academy representative on CPHC in future if the committee decides to co-opt an Academy representative
again after the AGM.
Liz Bacon
January 2014

Appendix 2
I took over chairmanship of the Distinguished Dissertations committee from Simon Thompson from this year, and he's been kind enough to provide a
"welcome pack" with a timetable and other helpful goodies. We have cycled the programme committee somewhat, changing about 50% of the membership
from last year while retaining a core of experience.
Announcements of the competition have been sent out widely to lists including CPHC and UKCRC, as well as via the web: any suggestions for other publicity
routes would of course be gratefully received: a further advertisement will go out later this month. I will hopefully be able to report the number of submissions
in time for the next CPHC meeting.
Simon Dobson
January 2014
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Treasurer’s Report
Balance of account
The net assets figure currently stands at £111,054 and a net surplus is currently £17,217.

Outstanding Income/Commitments
Following the meeting held on 7 October 2013, more institutions with outstanding subscriptions were chased.
The total subscriptions from 102 HEI for 2013-14 are £41,293. However there is £11,302 remain outstanding
from 24 HEIs. Additionally there is still backdated outstanding amount of £1073.40. £600 is outstanding for
PICTFOR membership.

Adjustments due to administrative errors
Some institutions were overcharged and some undercharged due to changes in FTE in departments. These have
been rectified. Further details are available on request. Payments are in process for £8,000 to support the
Student Engagement project (R Ward) and £4,000 for the project being led by Sally Smith.

Carsten Maple
Treasurer
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Council of Professors and Heads of Computing
(Registered Charity number 803000)
Income and Expenditure
Year to 30th June 2014
2013/14
£
Income
From charitable trading:
-Subscriptions (this years)
-Conference
-Mics
-CAS Initiative

2012/13
£

41,473
4,250
1,483
1,000
48,206

41,581
40
13
3,750
45,383

41
41

70
70

48,247

45,453

1,386
0
0
1,386

6,220
1,175
2,879
10,273

6,275
246
0
0
23,123
0
0
29,644

19,371
1,990
493
9,531
287
1,000
-49
32,623

Total Expenditure

31,030

42,896

Net Surplus/(Deficit)

17,217

2,556

From assets:
Investment income:
Bank interest

Total Income
Expenditure
Charitable activity direct expenditure:
-Travel expenses and cost of meetings
-Learning Development Group meetings
-Subscriptions to other bodies

Other expenditure:
-Administrative costs
-Independent examiner's fee
-Other meetings
-Conference
-Miscellaneous
-Computing At Schools Funding
-Consulting

Council of Professors and Heads of Computing
(Registered Charity number 803000)
Balance Sheet
Year to 30th June 2014
2013/14
£
Current Assets
Royal Bank of Scotland PLC
Subscriptions due
Conference due
Miscellaneous Income
Creditors
Net Assets

2012/13
£

108,780
1,073
0
1,201
0
111,054

108,377
3,867
0
1,201
-8,144
105,301

122,518
122,518

105,301
105,301

Funds
Unrestricted Funds
Total Funds

as at 16.01.2014

